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Handbook of Thermoset Plastics, Third Edition (PDL Handbook)William Andrew Publishing, 2013

	Thermosetting plastics are a distinct category of plastics whose high performance, durability and reliability at high temperatures makes them suitable for specialty applications ranging from automotive and aerospace through to electronic packaging and consumer products (your melamine kitchen worktop is a thermoset resin!). Recent developments...
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Perl Medic : Transforming Legacy CodeAddison Wesley, 2004
Bring new power, performance, and scalability to your existing Perl code!
Today's Perl developers spend 60-80% of their time working with existing Perl code. Now, there's a start-to-finish guide to understanding that code, maintaining it, updating it, and refactoring it for maximum performance and reliability. Peter J. Scott, lead author of...
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Essential ActionScript 2.0O'Reilly, 2004
In Essential ActionScript 2.0,  bestselling author Colin Moock covers everything you'll need  to know about the new ActionScript language and its  methodologies. Experienced Flash developers and programmers  coming from other languages will enjoy the sheer depth of  Moocks's coverage. Novice programmers will...
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Contemporary Carbene ChemistryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Presents the most innovative results in carbene chemistry, setting the foundation for new discoveries and applications


	The discovery of stable carbenes has reinvigorated carbene chemistry research, with investigators seeking to develop carbenes into new useful catalysts and ligands. Presenting the most innovative and...
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Biological Anthropology of the Human SkeletonJohn Wiley & Sons, 2018

	
		An Indispensable Resource on Advanced Methods of Analysis of Human Skeletal and Dental Remains in Archaeological and Forensic Contexts

	
		Now in its third edition, Biological Anthropology of the Human Skeleton has become a key reference for bioarchaeologists, human osteologists, and paleopathologists...
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Professional Apache TomcatWrox Press, 2002
This                        book will provide you, the server administrator, with the                        necessary knowledge to install and configure Tomcat, as                        well as many of the most popular enhancements to the Tomcat                        package.

If you've written any Java servlets or...
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Programming Windows Server 2003Manning Publications, 2003
This book focuses mainly on the new features of Windows Server 2003 and how you
can integrate them into your existing infrastructure. These new changes heavily revolve
around COM+, IIS 6, and web services.
New features have been added to COM+ so that your applications (COM+ components)
are much more stable and secure. Some of...
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Configuring IPv6 for Cisco IOSSyngress Publishing, 2002
Configuring IPv6 with Cisco IOS provides complete coverage of IPv6 strategies, configuration scenarios, and techniques to successfully deploy an IPv6 addressing and subnetting scheme on a network. The book also covers such topics as: increasing the IP address size from 32 bits to 128 bits; supporting more levels of addressing hierarchy; supporting...
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Apache Tomcat 7 EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2012


	This book will help you resolve these issues and boost your confidence in handling Apache Tomcat 7 administration using the tips, tricks, and best practices used by various industry experts to maintain their middleware infrastructure. The best thing that the author did while designing the content is a practical solution, with a detailed...
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France since 1945Oxford University Press, 2002
`a very thoughtful and stimulating analysis ... He is acute about the ways in which France today needs to change to meet the challenges of its new role in the world.' John Ardagh     

       The last fifty years of French history have seen immense challenges  for the French: constructing a new European order, building a modern  economy,...
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Learning Core Data for iOS: A Hands-On Guide to Building Core Data ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2013

	Get Started Fast with iOS 7 Core Data App Development

	Covers iOS 7 and Xcode 5

	

	This is the first Core Data book to fully reflect Apple’s latest platform innovations, including its dramatic  recent improvements to iCloud support. Hands-on from start to finish, it teaches you step-by-step as you create...
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Objective-C FundamentalsManning Publications, 2011

	
		Summary

	
		Objective-C Fundamentals is a hands-on tutorial that leads you from your first line of Objective-C code through the process of building native apps for the iPhone using the latest version of the SDK. You'll learn to avoid the most common pitfalls, while exploring the expressive Objective-C...
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